A TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH!
Deus marks a technological breakthrough and is a real innovation in metal detector design. Its patented design is based on three elements: A Coil, a Remote Control and a set of Audio Headphones, which are unique in that they communicate with each other via a digital radio link. Through the incorporation of cutting-edge technologies, Deus delivers power, speed and precision, all in a lightweight and compact design.

DEEPER & FASTER!
- Many advanced features.
- Large frequency choices and settings.

LIGHTER, MORE COMPACT!
- Link light detector (600g full 400g without remote).
- Pocket size remote control.
- Double D coil, light and waterproof.
- Wireless headphones, with their own operational controls.
- Lithium battery.

DEUS RANGE

Specifications can be changed without notification.

www.xpmetaldetectors.com

DEUS CONTINUES TO WORK!
In the absence of the remote control, the headphones enable you to control the detector.